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FOREWORD
The work described herein is being performed by TRW lnc, under the
sponsorship of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration under
Contract NAS-3-15554. This contract involves work similar to that conducted
under Contracts NAS-3-13469, NAS-3-9439, and NAS-3-2545. The purpose of
this study is to obtain design creep data on refractory metal alloys for use
in advanced space power systems. A listing of all reports presented to date
on this program is included in Appendix !.
The program is administered for TRW Inc. by H. E. Collins, Program
Manager; K. D. Sheffler is the Principal Investigator with R. R. Ebert supervis-
ing the experimental program. The NASATechnical Nanager is Paul E. Hoorhead.
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ABSTRACT
Ultrahigh vacuum creep tests have been conducted on tantalum, tungsten,
and molybdenum alloys to develop creep data and to evaluate the influence of
liquid lithium exposure on the creep behavior of the tantalum alloy T-111.
Test conditions were generally selected to provide 1¢ creep in I000 to I0,000
[ hours, with test temperatures ranging from 1600 to 2917°F (1144 to 1873°K).
! Tests on T-11I specimens exposed to vacuum and to liqu._ lithium for various
times and temperatures showed large reductions in creep strength for exposures
in the 1800 to 1900°F (1255 to 1310°K) range. Tests on the ASTAR 811C alloy
showed a significant influence of grain size on the creep strength of this
material, with larger grain size specimens being signlflcantly stronger above
the equicohesive temperature of 2000°F (1366°K).
I
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SUHHARY
Ultrahigh vacuum creep tests have been conducted on the tantalum
a!loys T-I:I and ASTAR 81]C, on CVD tugnsten, and on the molybdenum alloy
TZH, Several significant results have been obtained from these tests, as
indicated below.
A study of the influence of long time exposures to 10 -9 torr vacuum
and to liquid lithium on the creep life of T-!f1 alloy has shown that the l_
creep life of this material can be reduced as much as two orders of magnitude
by a 5000 hour exposure to lithium In the 1800 to 1900°F (1255 to 13lO°K)
temperature range. Similar but less drastic effects were found to result
: from 5000 hour hour exposubes to a 10-9 tort vacuum at the same temperatures.
Five thousand hour exposures conducted at 2400°F (1589°K) appeared to have
only a minor influence on the creep life of the T-II| alloy, No explanation
is presently available for this behavior.
Creep life of ASTAR 811C alloy has been shown to be dependent on heat
treatment at test temperatures above the equicoheslve temperature of 2000°F
(1255°K) with a 1/2 hour anneal at 3600°F (2255°K) providing significantly
longer creep lives than a ] hour annea; at 3000°F (1922°K). At test tempera-
tures below the equicoheslve temperature the two heat treatments produce
comparable creep life. An additional test conducted on ASTAR 811C annealed
lO0 hours at 3000°F (1922°K) showed a creep life comparable to that produced
by the 3600°F (2255°K) anneal, tending to conflrm the hypothesis that the
dependence of creep life on heat treatment in the ASTAR 81]C alloy is
basically a grain size effect,
Comparison of creep data generated on CVD tungsten at TRW and at
Oak Ridge National Laboratory have revealed a poss|ble creep instability
in this material which requires further study.
In a continuation of a previous study, the inf|uence of both com-
position and processing on the creep life of the molybdenum base alloy TZH
was examined, A specially processed disc having a higher than normal carbon
content and forged at higher than normal temperatures was found to have
greater creep life than a conventionally forged TZH d|sc.
iv
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INTRODUCTION
. Creep life represents a major structural property which must be
adequately characterized for the successful design of space electric power
systems. The purpose of this program Is to study the creep behavior of
several refractory alloys which are currently being considered as component
materials In space electric power systems at the NASALewis Research Center.
Because of the uniquely hostile service environment in which space
power system hardware muse operate, a number of different factors must be
considered in evaluating the performance capabilities of candidate materials.
One of the most important factors is the operating environment, which will be
either the vacuumof outer space or a metallic fluid in which the concentra-
tion of reactive gasses is extremely low. Because of the sensitivity of
refractory alloys to interstitial contamination, simulation of these service
conditions requires that candidate materials be creep tested In a non-contaminat-
Ing environment such as ultrahigh vacuum. The creep tests on this program are
therefore being conducted in ultrahigh vacuum to develop the creep data required
for space power system design.
In addition to the design tests which are being conducted, a major
effort is in progress to study the Influence of liquid lithium exposure on
• the subsequent creep behavior of T-tll alloy. This problem is an important
consideration in space power system design because of the potential operation
, of the T-Ill alloy in contact with the liquid metal In nuclear power systems.
The program is a cooperative effort with NASAprocuring and heat treating
the test specimens; G.E. Evendale performing the liquid metal exposures; and
TRWconducting the UHV creep testing.
L
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EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS •
Materials
The materials which are currently being tested are TZM, T-Ill, ASTAR
811C, and CVD tungsten. Processing details and sources of each of the test
materials have been summarized previously (!). Chemical analyses of each heat
of test m:terial are shown in Table 1
On:! one specimen of TZM alloy ls currently on test. This specimen
was taken from a specially fabricated, stress-relleved disc of TZM alloy
(Heat KDTZH-i175) which had a higher than normal carbon content and wh=c,_
was forged at very high temperatures (3400_F (2144_K)) Jn order to provide
an improved carbide dispersion (2).
The tantalum alloys are being evaluated predomlnately in the form of
nominal 0.030" sheet, although a few selected tests have been conducted on
T-Ill alloy in the form of strip or plate: All of the tantalum materials
are being evaluated in the fully recrystaillzed condition. Typical micro-
structures for these test materials have been presented previously (I). The
standard heat treatment for the T-ill alloy is 1 hour at 30OO¢F (1922°K),
while the ASTAR 8IlC alloy is being studied in two conditions of heat treat-
ment, 1/2 hour at 36OO°F (2255°K) and 1 hour at 3000_F (1922=K)+
The T-111 test material for the lithium exposure program was fabricated
as 0.020" sheet by the Nab Chang Company, Heat No- 650050. The material was
procured and the specimens were machined and heat treated at the NASA Lewis
Research Center. After machining the specimens were given a duplex heat
treatment consisting of a i hour at 30OO°F (1922"K) followed by | hour at
2400=F (1589_K) in a diffusion pumped vacuum chamber. This heat treatment
was designed to simulate the standard 3000°F (1922=K) anneal followed by a
post-weld stress rel=ef which would normally be applied to any fabricated "
hardware Item° After annealing, different specimens were exposed to lithium
o- to a lO-_torr vacuum for various times and temperatures, as Indicated in
r Table 2. The as-received, post annealed and post exposure oxygen analyses
i for the IOOO hour specimens are presented sn Table 3.. These analyses, made J
I at the NASA Lewis Research Center, indicate significant oxygen pick-up duringthe annealing treatment, fo!]owed by a correspondtng decrease in oxygen level .
as a result of both the vacuum and lithium exposures, with the lithium de-
oxidation being more severe at both exposure temperatures. ]
!
The CVD tungsten which is being evaluated on this program was
obtained in the form of 4 '_ long by ,O60" thick sheet-type creep test specl- |
mens which were vapor deposited and machined to print by the vendor= Chemical /
analysis from a typical specimen Is presented in Table I, while a typical
photomicrograph appears In Figure !. The specimens were of the duplex type,
meaning that the cross section contained approximately 45 mils of a structure +
typical of the fluo_'lde deposition process, and approximately 15 mils of a
structure typical of the chloride deposition process. The annealing treatment
for these specimens was I00 hours at 3272°F (2073°K) #
2
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General Test Procedures
The experimental program is devoted to the generation of design data
by creep testing sheet and bar specimens at temperatures and stresses which
will provide one half to one percent creep in 2000 to 25,000 hours. Two
inch gauge length, button-head bar-type specimens and double shoulder, pin
loaded, sheet type specimens were used for testing of plate and sheet type
materials. The orientation of the specimen with respect to the working
direction is given below:
! Haterial Form Specimen Axis Parallel to
Disc Forging Radius
Plate Extruded or rolling direction
Sheet Rolling direction (except
where indicated)
Both the construction and operation of the test chambers and the
service instruments in the laboratory have been described in detail in
: previous reports (Appendix 1). The creep test procedure involved initial
evacuation of the test chamber to a pressure of less than 5 x 10-IO tort
i at room temperature, followed by heating of the test specimen at such a
rate that the pressure never rose above 1 x IO-6 tort. Pretest heat
i treatments were performed in situ, and complete thermal equilibrium of the
: specimen was attained by a two-hour hold at the test temeerature prior to
load application. The pressure was always below ] x ]O"u tort during the
tests and genera]ly fell into the ]O-]0 tort range as testing proceeded.
Specimen extension was determined over a two Inch gauge length with an
optical extensometer which measured the distance between two scribed
reference marks to an accuracy of ±50 mtcrolnches.
Speclmen temperature was established at the beainning of each test
using a W-3¢Re - W-25¢Re thermocoup|e. Since thermocoup|es of all types are
subject to a time-dependent change in EHF output under isothermal conditions,
the absolute temperature durlng test was maintained by an optical pyrometer.
in practice the specimen was brought to the desired test temperature using a
calibrated thermocoup|e attached to the specimen as a temperature standard.
The use of this thermocouple was continued during the temperature stabillza-
tlon period which lasted 50 to t00 hours. At thls time, a new reference was
established using an optical pyrometer having the abl|ity to detect a tem-
perature difference of ±iF °, and this reference was used subsequently as the
rrlmary temperature standard.
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RESGLTS AND DISCUSSION
Presentation and discussion of the test results will be divided into
topical sections concerning each of the specific materials and programs in
progress. A summary of the tests conducted during this report period is
presented in Appendix II together with all of the previous tests from the
vacuum creep program. Creep curves for each test conducted during the current
reporting period are presented in Appendix III.
T-Ill Test Results
The aesign characterization of T-Ill alloy has been essentlaliy com-
pleted with only a small nu_ber of conventional T-Ill design tests still in
progress. A Larson-Milier plot of the I_ creep life data developed from this
test series is shown In Figure 2.
Results from the T-Ill lithium corrosion loop exposure program are
presented in Table II-!8 (Appendix II), and are plotted on a Larson-t|llIer
diagram in Figure _. Comparison of the pre-exposure results with the T-lll
design band (also plotted in Figure 3) shows that the specific heat of T-Ill
selected for these tests (Heat 650050) is significantly stronger than typical
heats of this material, wlth the three pre-exposure tests on heat treated
650050 specimens failing near the upper limit of the scatter band f_r the
nine previously tested heats. This result may be associated wlth the relatively
high oxygen level resultlng from the duplex heat treatment applied to thls •
material prior to exposure.
While creep testing of the exposed specimens has been concentrated on
the long time (5000 hours) exposures, a few tests have been conducted on the
short time (IO00 hours) exposed specimens. Both the short and long time
results ind;:ate essentially no detectable Influence of exposure to vacuum or
lithium at 2400°F on the creep resistance of T--Ill alloy, in agreement wlth
preliminary results presented in the last report on the UHV creep pronram (3).
However, sl9nificant and even drastic effects were found for the long exposure
time specimens at the lower exposure temperatures (1800 and 1900°F). As an
example of these effects, duplicate creep tests at 1800=F (1255"K) and 35 ksl
(241MN/m 2) showed that a 5000 hour exposure to lithium at 1800 and 1900°F
(1255 and 1310°K) reduced the It creep life of T-111 alloy from more than 500
hours before exposure to only 5 hours after exposure) This dramatic reduction
in life tf the long time lithium exposure existed over the entire 16 to 50 ksi i
(110 to 344 MN/Bz) and 1650 to 2200"F (1072 to 1478"K) stress and temperature _.
range examined, but was somewhat less severe at the higher temperatures and
lower stresses. Long tlme vacuum exposure at the lower temperatures also (
caused significant reduction ;n the creep resistance of the T-Ill alloy,
although In most cases the reduction In life was not as severe as that caused
by exposure to llthlum for the same times and temperatures,
8
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FIGURE 2. LARSON-MILLER PLOT OF ONE PERCENT CREEP LIFE FOR TANTALUM
BASE ALLOYS T-111 AND ASTAR 811C.
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Additional creep tests will be conducted during the coming report
period on specimens exposed ]000 hours at ]800°F (12Sb°K) to determine if
creep life reductions result from the short tlme exposures at this tempera-
ture. In addition, metallographic studies will be performed In an effort
to determine the cause of the observed strength reductions.
ASTAR 8IlC Test Results
[ The ASTAR 8llC l% creep life data generated to date on the program
! are plotted on the Larson-Miller diagram in Figure 2. it should be notedI
that only data from the commercial heat of the ASTAR alloy are shown in
this figure, with the earlier data from the laboratory heats having been
omitted for the sake of clarity.
The effort to characterize the creep behavior of ASTAR 8]IC annealed
l/2 hour at 3600°F (2255°K) is essentially complete, wlth only three tests
of material with this heat treatment still in progress. Preliminary results
which were presented in the last r_port on ASTAR 8iIC annealed | hour at
3000°F (1922°K) (3) indicated that the lower annealing temperature produced
a shorter creep life at temperatures above 2000°F (1366°K), but that the creep
life below that test temperature was essentially In distinguishable for the
two annealing treatments. Results generated during the current report period
on material annealed ] hour at JOOO°F (1922°K) continue to support these
observations, which are consistent with the previously discussed hypothesis (4)
that the Increase in creep life caused by the higher annealing temperature
. is primarily a grain size effect. The carbide acts predominantly as a grain
boundary strengthener in each instance. Since the creep life of the ASTAR
alloy was shown by Buckman (4) to be grain size dependent at and above 2400°F
(1589°K) but not at 2000°F (1366°K), it seems reasonable that the strengthen-
ing achieved by increasing the grain slze wlth a high temperature anneal would
be effective only in the temperature range where grain boundary sliding occurs.
In fact it may well be that the improved life at lower temperatures Is pre-
dominately an alloying effect due to rhenium, which is well known to be a
potent solid solution strengthening element in tantalum.
In an effort to develop additional support for the above hypothesis,
a creep test has been conducted on a specimen annealed I00 hours at 3000°F
(1922°K). This heat treatment is well below the carbide solvus temperature,
previously shown to be between 3520 and )560°F (22|! and 2233°K) (6), but ls
long enough to provide a grain size comparable to that produced by the 3600°F
(22550K) anneal for I/2 hour. Results of this test showed a creep life
comparable to that produced at the higher temperature anneal (Table 4),
thereby lending further support to the theory that the Influence of annealing
temperature on the creep strength of ASTAR8llC alloy |s essentially a grain
size effect, with the carblde operating primarily as a grain boundary
strengthener rather than functioning In a true dispersion hardening role.
!1
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I[I Table 4iI
' Influence of Heat Treatment on the |_ Creep Life
of ASTAR8IIC Alloy, Heat 650056 Tested at - -
, 2_O0°F (1589°K) and 15 ksi (103'MN"/_Z)
I
Heat Treatment
Time Temperature l_ Creep
Hour °F °K Life, Hours
l 3000 1922 230
100 3000 1922 790
0.5 3600 2255 825
]2
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CVk TunQsten Test Results
A program has been undertaken to characterize the creep behavior of
chemically vapor deposited tungsten creep specimens annealed 100 hours at
)272°F (227)°K). Two creep tests have been completed in this series at a
temperature of 2912°F (1873°K) and at stresses of 0.5 and l.O ksi (3.5 and
[ 6.89 MN/m2). These tests exhibited respective steady state creep rates of
[ 3.3x I0"7and 7.7 x I0-7hour-I, with extrapolated 1% creep lives of 30,000
and 13,000 hours. A third test is presently In progress at the same tem-perature and a stress of 2.0 ksi (13.8 MN/mZ) which shows a st ady sta
creep rate of 3.3 x lO -6 hour -| and has an extrapolated l_ creep life of
i 3000 hours. The I_ creep life results for these tests are plotted on a
I Larson-Hiiler diagram in Figure 4, together with CVD tungsten results
obtained at Oak Ridge National Laboratory at a test temperature of 3000°F
(1922°K).
Because the ORNL tests were conducted at higher stress levels than
the TRW tests, a direct comparison of the results is not possible. An ex-
trapoIatlon of the ORNL data appears to be consistent wlth the high stress
TRW test, but the s|ope of the TRW curve is significantly steeper than that
of the ORNL data. Whlle this comparison appears to indicate an instability
phenomenon occurring in the CVD-tungsten test material at longer test times,
the results must be interpreted with some caution as the two groups of tests
were performed on two different lots of material. As additional specimens
are avai|abie from the lot of material tested at TRW, it may be possible to
conduct tests on this material at higher stress levels to resolve this un.
certainty concerning the creep behavior of CVD tungsten.
Molybdenum Bas# AI|oyTZM
Only one TZM alloy test was In progress during the current reporting
period on a specially processed lot of TZM which had a higher than normal
carbon content and was forged In the 3400°F (2144°K) range to produce an
Improved carbide dispersion. This test at 2000°F (1366_K) and 22 ksI (15.1
x 107 MN/m 2) reached 1/2_ creep at 16,293 hours, which ,s slgnlflcantly
longer than anticipated for conventional TZM. While a TZM test would
normally be discontinued at ]/2t strain, this test Is being continued beyond
that point to determine a I_ creep life and to check for possible creep rate
instabilities at higher strain levels.
J
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CONCLUSIONS
Significant conclusions reached during the current reoort period
are:
1. Exposure of T-Ill alloy t_ ]0 "9 tort vacuum or to llquld
|ithium for 5000 hours In the 1800 to igO0°F (1265 to
1310°K) range significantly reduces the creep life of this
material. Comparable exposures for i000 and 5000 hours at
2400°F (1589¢K) appear to have little or no effect on the
T-1II creep life.
2. The creep life of ASTAR 81lC alloy appears to exhibit
significant grain size dependence above the equlcoheslve
temperature of 2000°F (1366=K), with heat treatments of
1/2 hour at 3600°F (22550K) and 1OO hours at 3000°F
(1922°K) providing slgnlflcantly longer creep lives than
a heat treatment of I hour at 30000F (|922°K).
3. A potential Instability has been detected In the creep
behavior of CVD tungsten which requires further In-
vestigation.
4. Results from a specially processed heat of TZM alloy
(Neat KDTZH-1175) having a higher than normal carbon
content and forged at higher than normal temperatures
continue to show a creep strength superior to conventional
TZM alloy.
15 !
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" SUMMARY OF ULTRAHIGH VACUUM CREEP TEST RESULTS GENERATED
ON THE REFRACTORY ALLOY CREEP PROGRAM
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FIGURE 111-3. CREEPTEST DATA, ASTAR811C HEAT NO. 650,._6
ANNEALED100 HOURSAT 3000°F (1922°K), IrSTED AT
2400°F (1589°K) AND 15 KSI (103.0) HN/HZ),
TEST NO. S-138, TESTED IN A VACUUHENVIRONHEN_OF
<1 x 10-8 TORR. ARROWSON THE CURVES INDICATE
CHAMBERPRESSURE AT VARIOUS INTEPVALS DURING THE TEST.
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t-o i _ I I l
IS-113 - TESTEDAT 2SO0°F (i(;L_°I_ AND 5 KS| (34.4 MN/M2)$-120 - TESTEDAT 2300°F (1533°K) AND l_ KSI (09.5 MN/M2) S-I130.8
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i _ ""_ 0
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FIGURE II1-_. CREEP TEST DATA, ASTAR 811C HEAT NO. 65C056 ANNEALED 0.5 HOUR AT 3600°F
(2255°K), TE_T NOS. S-11_ AND S-120, TESTED IN A VACUUH ENVIRONHENT
OF <1 x IO -o TORR. ARROWSON THE CURVES INDICATE CHAHBERPRESSURE AT
VARIOUS INTERVALS DURING THE TEST.
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FIGURE 111-6. CREEPTEST DATA, ASTAR811C HEATNO. 650056 ANNEALED
1 HOURAT 3000°F (1922°K), TEST NOS. S-128, S-129,
S-131, and _-134, TESTED IN A VACUUMENVIRONMENT
OF <1 x 10-0 TORRoARROWSON THE CURVESINDICATE
CHAMBERPRESSUREAT VARIOUS INTERVALSDURINGTHE TEST.
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I FIGURE 111-7. CREEPTEST DATA, ASTAR811C HEAT NO. 650056 ANNEALEDI HOUR •
AT 3000°F (1922°K), TEST NOS. S-135, S-1306_ S-lZ_7, AND S-160= TESTED IN A VACUUMENVIRONMENTOF <1 x 1 " TORR. ARROWSON
THE CURVESINDICATE CHAMBERPRESSUREAT VARIOUS INTERVALS
DURING THE TEST.
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FIGURE II I-8. CREEPTEST DATA, ASTAR811C HEAT NO. 650056 ANNEALED1 HOURAT 3000°F
(1922°K), TEST HOE. S-12_, S-1/_2, S-143, AND S-1/_, tESTED IN A VACUUHENVIRONHENTOF <1 x 1 TORR. ARROWSOH THE CURVESINnlCATE CHAHBER
+ PRESSUREAT VARIOUS INTERVALSDURINGTHE TEST.
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FIGURE 111-9. CREEPTEST DATA, T-111 HEAT NO. 650028 ANNEALED1 HOUR
AT 3000°F (1..922°K), TESTEDAT 1500°F (1089OK) AND /40 KSI
(276.0 HN/H"), TEST NO. S-103, TESTED IN A VACUUH
ENVIRONHENTOF 1 x 10-8 TORR. ARROWSON THE CURVESi
INDICATE CHAHBERPRESSUREAT VARIOUS INTERVALSDURING
THE TEST.
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S-137 - STARTINGTEMPERATURE,, 2800°F (1811°K)
S-140 - STARTINGTEHPERATURE= 2600°F (1700°K)
1.0 x 10"9 TORR
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FIGURE 111-12. CREEPTEST DATA, T-111 HEAT NO. 650028 ANNEALED1 HOUR
AT 3000°F (1922°K) TESTEDWITH CONTINUOUSLYVARYINGSTRESS
AND TEMPERATURE.STRESSLEVEL 0.65, HALF LIFE 170 HOURS.
TEST NOS SG137 AND S-1/_O, TESTED IN A VACUUMENVIRONMENT
OF <1 x 10"° TORR. ARROWSON THE CURVESINDICATE CHAI4BER
PRESSUREAT VARIOUS INTERVALSDURINGTHE TEST.
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S-151 STARTINGTEMPERATURE= 2600°F (1700OK), STRESSLEVEL= 0.65
S-152 STARTINGTEHPERATURE: 2/lO0°F (1589OK), STRESSLEVEL- ! .0
9.0 x 10"10 TORR
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FIGURE It 1-14. CREEP TEST DATA, T-Ill HEAT NO. 6_0028 ANNEALED I HOUR
AT 3000OF (1922°K), TESTED WITH CONTINUOUSLY VARYING
STRESS AND TEHPERATUREo HALF LIFE 1000 HOURS,
TEST NOS. S:151 AND S-I$2 TESTED IN A VACUUH ENVIRONMENT ,.
OF <1 x 10"45 TORR. ARROWSON THE CURVES INDICATE CHAHIIER
PRESSURE AT VARIOUS INTERVALS DURING THE TEST.
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FIGURE IlI-'5. CREEPTEST DATA, T-Ill XEATNO, 650050 ANNEALEDI HOURAT )O00OF (1922OK)
PLUS ! HOURAT 2400°F (,S89°K), REPRESENTINGTHE PRE-F.XPOSEDCONDITION
• FAo,T,_G.E.,L,C,,m. tx,osu_, ,,. T_ ,OS.S-,62.S-,6_.A,,S-16k, TESTED IN A VACINH ENVIItONHENTOF <1 x T RE. ARROWSON THE
CURVE'.,INDICATE CHAMBERPRESSUREAT VARIOUS INTERVALSDURINGTHE TEST.
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FIGURE III-16. CREEPTEST DATA, T-Ill HEAT NO. 650050 ANNF.ALE91 HOUR
AT)O00°F(1922°K)PLUSI XOUAT2'_O°F(isegoK),FROM
G.E. ALKALI N[TAL EXPOIUN[ PRO6NU4. TESTEDAT 2200OF (1478oK)
ANn 16K_1 (110.0 HN/#), TESTED iN A VAN ENVIRONMENTOF
<! x 10"o TORR. ARROHSON THE CURVESINDICATE CIW_BERPRESSURE
AT VARIOUS INTERVALSDURING THE TEST.i
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FIGURE 111-18. CREEPTEST DATA, T-111 HEAT NO. 650Cr50ANNEALED1 HOUR
AT 3000°F (1922°K) PLUS 1 HOURAT 2400°F (1589OK), FROH
G.E. ALKALI HETAL EXPOSUREPROGI_AN,TESTEDAT 1650oF
(1172°K) AND50 KSI (3_.0 NN/N':), TEST NOS. S-16] AND
S-I_, TESTED IN A VACUUHENVIRONIqENTOF <I x 10"B TORR.
ARROWSON THE CURVESINDICATE CHAHIER PRESSUREAT VARIOUS
J INTERVALSDURINGTHE TEST.
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TRWmc. mATemALsrecnoLoev
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_a S-Ill8 - [XPOSEO TO VACUUfl 5000 HOURSAT 2ttOO°F (1589OK)
TESTED AT 2000°F (1_66°K) ANO 24 KSI (165o0 HN/H Z)
-_ S-11t9 - EXPOSEO TO LITHIUI4 5000 HOURS AT 2b,OOOF (1589°K)
TESTED AT 1800OF (1255OK) AND 35 KSI (241.0 HN/H2)
S-156 - EXPOSED TO LITHIUH 5000 HOURS AT 2b,OO°F (1589°K)
: TESTED AT l(_O°F (1172OK) AND 50 KSI (3tl/t.O HN/M2)
5.0 i
2\
S.ltl8
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" :'_- 3.o
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i _-" 2.4 x I0 "9 TORR
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FIGURE 111-19. CREEPTEST DATA, T-11! HEAT NO. 650050 ANNEALED1 HOURAT 3000OF
(1922°K) PLUS I HOURAT 2t_OO°F (IS89°K) D FROHG.E. ALKALI RETAL
EXPOSUREPROGRAH,TEST NOS. S-1qS._-ltlg, AND S-156, TESTED
IN A VACUUI4ENVIROlelENTOF <I x 10"l_ TORR. ARROWSON THE CURVES
INDICATE CHAHBERPRESSUREAT VARIOUS INTERVALSDURINGTHE TEST.
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S-158 - EXPOSE0TO VACULIHIC(,O HOURSAT 1800°F (125S°K) PLUS4000 I_OdRSAT
-_ 19ooOF (131,,_R)
5.( TESTEDAT 1800°F (125S°K) AND )5 KSI (24! .0 HN/H2)
S*]59 - EXPOSEDTO VAr.UUH1ODDHOURSAT 1800°F (1255°K1 PLUS4000 HOURSAT
I_OOOF (t3|O°K)
: TEST"D AT 2000of (I)66OK) AND 24 KSI (1_.0 HR/H2)
JP S*H-5 - EXPOSEDTO VACUUN1000 HOURSAT 18OO°F (1255oK) PLUS_ HOURS
I' AT |DO0°F (1310°K) °
4.0 / TESTE0 AT 2200°F (147_°K) AN0 16 KS1 (110.0 HIt/ML)]
/s-158
3.0
I -e-.,,.--.-----.-- 7.8 x I0 "9 TOPP
I
2.0
1.0q
.......... , l a * t0 ......... !
I ! l I I /_"I
r--
"z S-159
i 4.0 _ 7.9 X 10"10 TORR
3.0
_ I.I x 10°9 TORRa.
2.0
I.G
o l I l I ,J s-t_ ' l/
_" 8.6 x I0 "10 TORR
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l 3.¢
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! o ,oo .0 3® .o sod .o 7-
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t FIGURE il 1-20. CREEPTEST DATA, T-111 HEATNO. 650050 ANNEALED1 HOURAT 3000°F(1922°K) PLUS 1 HOURAT 2_O0°F (ISSCJ°K), FROMG,E. ALKALI METAL
EXPOSUREPROGRAM. TEST NOS. S-1518_ t-159, AND S-16S, TESTEDiN A VACUUMENVIRONMENTOF <1 x " TORR. ARROW ON HE CURVES
i iNDiCATE P.HM4BERPRESSUREAT VARIOUS INTERVALSDURING THE TEST.
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_. S-16_-EXPOSEDTO LITHIUH IOOOHOURSAT 1800°F (T255_)
-" PLUS_OOOHOURSAT 19Oi_IFll)IO°K)
._ TESTEDAT 18DOUFLI255uK) AND35 KSI 124l.O MDIH2)
S-I_-EIP0$ED TO LITHIU_I lOOOHOURSAT |800_F (12_°K)
PLUSllOOOHOURSAT 1900°IF(1310°K)
F TESTEDAT 2000°E (1366°1t) All0 24 _SI (165.0 mlM 2)
J S-169-ExPOSEDTO LITHIUH 10OOHOURSAT 18OG°F(125_°K)
/ PLUS4000 HOURSAT 1900°F fl313°1¢)
5.0 J TESTEDAT 22000E rtk78oK) AN0 16 KSI IIIO,O flD/H2)
/
E467
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FIGURE !11-21. CREEPTEST DATA, T-111 HEAT NO. 650050 ANNEALED1 HOUR
AT 3000°F (1922°K) PLUS 1 HOURAT 2/400OF (1589°K), FROM
. G.E. ALKALI METALEXPOSUREPROGRAM.TEST NOS. S-167, S-168,
AND S-169, TESTED IN A VACUUMENVIRONMENTOF <I x 10-8 TORR.
ARROWSON THE CURVESINDICATE CHAMBERPRESSUREAT VARIOUS
INTERVALSDURINGTHE TEST.
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L
S-139 - EXPOSEDTO VACUUH5000 HOURSAT 2400°F (1589°K)
TESTEDAT 2200°F (1b,78°K) AND 16 KSI (110.0 HN/H2) S-139
_ S-I/41 - EXPOSEDTO VACUUH5000 HOURSAT 2I+OO°F (1589°K)
TESTEDAT 1650°F (1172°K) AND 50 KS! (3b)4.0 HN/N_)
2.0 - i
I .6 x 10-9 TORR---_
i
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3.2 --
; 1.9 x !0-9 TORR
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FIGURE 111-22. CREEPTEST DATA, T-III HEATNO. 650050 ANNEALEDI HOURAT )O00OF
(1922°K) PLUS ; HOURAT 2J_)O°F (1589°K), FRUM6.E. ALKALI METAL
EXPOSUREPROGRAH. TEST_NOS. S-139 AND S-141, TESTED IN A VACUUM
ENVIRONHENTOF <1 _ 10"8 TORR. ARROWSON THE CURVESINDICATE
CHAHBERPRESSUREAT VARIOUS INTERVALSDURINGTHE TEST.
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| S-I_ - EXPOSEDTO VACUUH5000 HOURSAT 2400°F (1589°X.) .
| TESTEDAT 1800°F (1255°K) AND 35 KSI (241.0 HN/HL)
. L| S-155 - EXPOSEDTO LITHIUM 5000 HOURSAT 2/.tO0°F (1589°K)
._ ' "v r TESTEDAT 2000°F (1366°K) AND 24 KS] (IC_.0 HN//42)
| S-tS7 - EXPOSEDTO LITHIUM 5000 HOURSAT _,4------- 1.6 x 10"9 TORR
; I z4ou°e (,589oK) _ /
I TESTEDAT 2200oF (_478uK) AND .f S-I/16| ,6., (.o.o.,/,4") /
_."
.} 0.8
2.11.x ! 0"9 TORR
oli.-..
i" ........ .e S-155.+ ! I I i i
t /-?:_ (;.o 2.9 x 10"9 TORR
.o,
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FIGURE 111-23,, CREEP TEST DATAo T-111 HEAT NO. 650050 ANNEALED I HOUR AT 3000°F (1922°K)
PLUS 1 HOUR AT 2400°F (1589OK), FROM G.E. ALKALI METAL EXPOSURE PROGRAM.
TEST NOSa S-146, S-155, AND S-157,, TESTED IN A VACUUM ENVIRONMENT OF
<1 x I0 ''0 TORR. ARROWSON THE CURVES INDICATE CHAMBERPRESSURE AT
VARIOUS INTERVALS DURING THE TEST.
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